


Thank You For Your Purchase Of A 
Designer Inbuilt Wood Heater

Euro Fireplaces offer a large range of designer inbuilt wood heaters. While these 
heaters are best suited to new houses or renovation projects, installation into an 
existing fireplace is also possible with smaller inserts.

When considering a Euro Fireplace inbuilt, please note that following the correct 
installation guidelines is essential to achieve both maximum efficiency as well as 
safety. Due to the high heat output of these heaters, an enclosed hotbox is required 
as well as heat-proofing on any combustible wall (plasterboard, timber, etc...).

All Euro Fireplaces heaters utilize a natural convection system, as well as radiant 
heat. Convection allows warm air to travel through your house, constantly replacing 
and converting the cold air. It is the most efficient way to heat an insulated home. No 
fans or electric components are required, however intake and outtake vents must 
be installed to facilitate this system. Those vents are particularly important with high 
convection installations such as Skamotec  

Designer inbuilt heaters can be installed with more or less heat bank depending on 
the type of installation and the materials used. Heat bank allows the heater to hold on 
to heat long after the fire has gone out,  storing it in dense building materials such as 
fire bricks, stone or concrete. Heat bank will also prolong the burn time. 

High convection installation such as Skamotec allows the heater to distribute hot air 
almost immediately into large areas. In most cases a combination of methods is used 
to produce the most effective heat for your home.

Some Euro Fireplaces heaters have a hydronic option, allowing the In Built unit to 
provide heat to a series of radiators, floor heaters and domestic hot water systems. 
Those heaters have a portion of the kw output dedicated to water and a portion to air

Euro fireplaces are powerful heating appliances and must be treated as 
such. Temperatures inside the hot box can reach up to 200 degrees.

Although Euro Fireplaces provides installation guidelines, following 
these guidelines is the sole responsibility of the installer, and Euro 

Fireplaces DOES NOT take any responsibility for incorrect installations.



PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING;

 I No combustible material should be used in any part of the installation.
 I If the heater is built into a timber framed house, the timber must be protected with 
Skamotec; 50 mm thick for Ribe and 100 mm thick for any bigger heater.
 I Hebel is not a suitable material to inbuild a heater. If Hebel is used the inner hot box 
must be lined and sealed  with 25 mm Skamotec.
 I No heat must be able to escape from the hot box except via the vent.
 I The flue hot box lid penetration between flue and the lid must be sealed with 
fireplace rope.
 I Televisions above the heater are NOT recommended.
 I The space between the heater top and the top vent should be a minimum of 800 mm.
 I A combustible mantle above the heater is NOT recommended.
 I Cement sheets or plaster sheets are NOT a suitable material to finish the heater.
 I Cladding of the hot box with compressed Cement sheet is NOT recommended.
 I A smooth wall such as a plaster sheet painted finish is usually not possible.
 I The front part of the heater is usually rendered, tiled or finished with stones.
 I Correct air flow vent sizes are essential.
 I No combustible material must be within 300 mm of the top vent.
 I The fresh air intake should always be connected ideally to the outside, otherwise 
within the house.
 I A non-combustible hearth of 600mm in front of the heater is recommended.
 I Inbuilt heaters are designed for maximum efficiency and the lowest possible 
emissions; therefore only a small amount of firewood is required for a high heat 
output.
 I Wood size is important; smaller logs will burn hotter for longer. Logs 100 to 150mm 
in diameter are the ideal size.
 I Overloading your fireplace will result in over burning, which can eventually cause 
damage to your heater and may void the warranty. Please refer to the required 
wood amounts for your model.
 I No treated timber or building materials can be used as fuel. Firewood should be 
dry and well seasoned.
 I The choice of what inbuilt material is used will result in either strong convection 
(Skamotec) or large amounts of heat storage (Fire Bricks). A combination of these 
materials is also an option.
 I The fresh air intake should ALWAYS be connected to either outside the house, or 
when not possible, to the inside of the room via a separate intake in the hotbox. It 
is important to ensure the intake air is not being affected by the convection flow in 
the hot box.
 I The bottom convection vent must always be installed below the base of the heater  
to allow air flow.
 I The top vent must always be installed just below the hot box lid with no gap 
between the vent and the lid.



Inbuilt Methods
In order to achieve maximum efficiency from your inbuilt fireplace, Euro Fireplaces 
recommends the following installation methods.

The aim of these methods is to create a Hot Box that will enhance the convection of 
the fireplace and maintain heat that would otherwise be lost through the flue. This 
Hot Box should be 1.8m to 2m tall (min 800mm from the top of the heater to the 
hot box lid), and leave at least a 150mm air gap around the fireplace units back and 
sides to the hot box walls. There are three different materials the structure can be 
made from: Fire bricks such as Akumol, building bricks, or Skamotec. 

Skamotec is an insulator and gives fast convection and superior heatproofing. 
Bricks give the installation heat storage that the convection can distribute long after 
the fire has gone out.

Each type of construction must be built on either a concrete slab, or with 50mm 
Skamotec if on a timber floor. A hearth must be installed in front of the firebox.

A combination of these materials can also be used, with a Skamotec lining on the 
back for convection and bricks on the sides and front for heat storage and possible 
heat transfer onto a tile or stone finish.

If you choose standard building bricks for the installation, ensure the bricks are of 
good quality. Lesser quality bricks may crack with time due to being exposed to the 
heat inside the hotbox. Heat tolerant mortar must be used. Standard building bricks 
provide moderate heat storage and reflection of heat. You may also choose to line a 
standard brick installation with Skamotec.

In many cases a combination of inbuilt material is used. You may choose to have 
a brick installation while lining the back of the hotbox with Skamotec; this will give 
you effective convection as well as fireproofing the back of the hotbox, while the 
brick sides and front act as a heat bank. You can increase convection or heat bank 
depending on how many sides within the hot box are lined with Skamotec and how 
many sides are bricks.

 I Heat proofing against timber: If the hotbox is built into a timber framed house 
100mm thick Skamotec panels with a 30mm air gap must be used. Alternatively 
70mm brick and 50mm sheet of Skamotec with a 30mm air gap. 
 I Hotbox lid: The hot box lid should be constructed of 2 x 50 mm thick Skamotec.
 I Heat bank can also be attached to the heater even with a Skamotec installation.



Skamotec Provides a quick, cost effective installation method. Panels are glued 
together with heat proof silicone before being secured with screws. This installation 
method can be done with little mess, even as an addition to finished houses. 
Specialised installation knowledge is required by the installer. Skamotec is ideal for 
large spaces; it provides strong natural convection throughout your house, but little 
heat bank. Please refer to Skamotec 225 for detailed Skamotec information.

Fire bricks provide the best heat storage. While convection of warm air is slightly 
reduced, the whole structure will radiate heat for many hours after the fire has gone 
out. Heat tolerant cement must be used to ensure stability. This type of installation is 
beneficial in high efficiency houses, and uses the smallest amount of firewood.

The flue on the interior of the box 
needs to be single skin to allow 
the radiant heat to assist in heating 
of convection air. Once the flue 
leaves the chamber it is required 
to be triple skin with air inlets at 
the bottom to allow air to travel 
between the flue skins and cool 
the flue. Note that the Skamotec 
is NOT strong enough to support 
the extra weight of the flue on 
top. The triple skin will need to be 
braced to some stronger structure 
that surrounds that hot box.
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Finishing the Hot Box
If you are planning a stone or tile finish, we recommend you use a brick installation. 
Heat will then be absorbed into the bricks as well as into the stone or tile. Heavier 
installations (more thermal mass) will result in less convection but more heat storage. 
If you plan to finish a Skamotec installation with tile or stone please be aware the 
tile or stone will not be able to store heat as heat will not be able to penetrate the 
Skamotec hot box. If you choose to paint or render a brick or Skamotec installation 
please make sure heat tolerant paint and render is used.

If you choose to build the hot box up to the ceiling a Skamotec hot box lid will be 
installed at 2m height, from there the exterior structure is continued all the way up to the 
ceiling, the cavity above the hot box lid MUST be vented (usually into the roof cavity).

If the hot box is built to 2m only, you will have a painted flue from the hot box going 
into a standard triple flue configuration through the ceiling (similar to a standard free 
standing installation).

Fresh Air Intake
Euro Fireplaces models rely on surrounding air to achieve a high 
standard of combustion. As such, an adequate intake of air is essential. 
In an energy efficient room (e.g. tight windows and door),  air intake may be low and 
affect the fire. Quality of the air in the room may also be affected, however this can be 
aided with the installation of an external air supply. 

The air supply is preferably fed from the outside of the house (either through the wall or 
if on stumps, the floor) so the houses oxygen isn’t being used. Alternatively if that is not 
possible the fresh air intake will still need to be connected to the exterior of the hotbox, 
as the convection air moving around the heater will pull air away from the intake.

For large inbuilt units this air intake is necessary due to the high oxygen requirement 
of the fire.



FAQ
Q: As the heaters are made in Europe, are they made for soft wood only?
A: Even in Europe the most common firewood used is Buche (Beech). Buche is a 
kind of hardwood. Soft wood such as pine actually burns hotter (but quicker) than 
hardwood. The most important aspect of wood is:
 I Well-seasoned with a moisture content of no more than 20%
 I Never use treated timber
 I The correct size wood will give you the best heat 
Q: What are the burn times?
A: This is depending on the installation method. Heat bank installation will result in 
long retention of embers for up to 7 hours, however it is important the heater is used 
correctly. Never shut the air control fully while there are still visible flames  in the fire 
box. A high convection installation will result in a shorter burn time of around 5 to 6 
hours but will provide immediate heat when lighting the fire.
Q: Who can do the installation?
A: Installation should be performed by a qualified installer who is familiar with the 
installation materials and the construction methods and requirements.
Q: How well do these heaters work without a fan?
A: The heaters work by natural convection. Cold air from your house is drawn into the lower 
part of the hot box through vents. The air gets heated and expelled out through the vents on 
top. This is the most efficient way of wood heating, it is important the heater is not allowed 
to draw cold air from the outside. This may happen through gaps under doors.
Q: What is the fresh air intake?
A: The fresh air intake is an option most Euro Fireplaces have. The fresh air intake 
connects a pipe from the back of the heater to the outside, which allows the heater 
to draw the air it needs for combustion from the outside, instead of reusing air and 
oxygen needed for combustion from inside the house and diminishing air quality.
Q: Where are the heaters made?
A: Euro Fireplaces deals mostly with German and Austrian based companies such 
as Thorma, Haas + Sohn and Kobok with the manufacturing plants located in Austria, 
Germany, Slovakia and the Czech Republic.
Q: What is the warranty on Euro Fireplaces?
A: Euro Fireplaces have a standard European warranty of 2 years, however an extra 
2 years can be obtained by simply filling out a warranty card and submitting that to 
Euro Fireplaces. Designer InBuilt units have a lifespan of a house, however correct 
installation and operation are essential to this.
Q: Are Euro Fireplaces tested for the Australian market?
A: All of our Fireplaces are tested for the Australian market to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014, 
however some exemptions apply such as kitchen stoves or central wood heating appliances.
Q: How do the test result compare to traditional Australian Wood heaters?
A: Euro Fireplaces have some of the lowest emissions (as low as 0.4g per kg wood 
burned) and highest efficiency wood heaters available on the Australian market.
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Constructing for Convection

1. Heater
2. The Hot Box can be extended to 

the ceiling from the Hot Box ‘lid’ 
3. Triple skin flue is required from 

the top of the Hot Box; the second 
and third skin must be anchored 
from above, and not rest on the 
Skamotec lid

4. 100mm Skamotec lid
5. Within the hotbox, a single skin of 

flue is used
6. Hot air output
7. Cold air intake
8. Fresh air intake
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Although there 
should be a ‘lid’ 
at the height of 
2m, the Hot Box 
walls can 
continue to the 
ceiling.
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Fresh air supply from 
outside leads directly 
into the combustion 
chamber.

Fresh air supply from 
outside leads directly into 
the combustion chamber.

Although there 
should be a ‘lid’ 
at the height 
of 2m, the Hot 
Box walls can 
continue to the 
ceiling



Flue Installation

1. Heater
2. The Hot Box can be extended to 

the ceiling from the Hot Box ‘lid’ 
3. Triple skin flue is required from 

the top of the Hot Box; the second 
and third skin must be anchored 
from above, and not rest on the 
Skamotec lid

4. 100mm Skamotec lid
5. Within the hotbox, a single skin of 

flue is used
6. Hot air output
7. Cold air intake
8. Fresh air intake

Hot box can be extended to 
ceiling after the fireproof lid

Vented section of flue
Fireprood lid

Upper Vent - Hot air out

Lower Vent - Cold air in

Standard Flue Kit Sizes (active ss/inner galvanised/outer galvanised):     7”/9”/11”   -   8”/10”/12”   -   9”/11”/13”

Fresh air intake at back or side
of the heater

Insert Unit

Active SS flue

Galvanised flues - crimp up

Inner active flue - crimp down

This space should remain open

Galvanised flues - crimp up

Flue must be braced from ABOVE

INBUILT FLUE SYSTEM

Flue length should be a 
minimum of 4.5m from 
the heater

NOT TO SCALE

Crimp INTO heater
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Ribe



Buller
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1300 733 705
www.eurofireplaces.com.au


